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Earth History

Time in billions of years
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What Made Humanity Possible
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Global average temperature fluctuated considerably over the past 100,000 years.
About 10,000 years ago, the climate stabilized sufficiently and humans had evolved enough that 
agriculture was invented. These factors allowed for a steady growth of agriculture, the building of 
cities, and the development of civilization.
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Human History
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No. People  @1%/yr Add each year
1 million 10,000
1 billion 10 million
5 billion 50 million
Current world growth 1.2%

Country    Population           Rate
China 1,407,672,501    0.46%
India 1,293,413,007    1.2%
USA 323,362,196        0.7%

Exponential 
Population 
Growth

Hunters & 
gatherers 
couple of 
million yrs
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Industrial Revolution   
Made possible by the 

fossil fuels and expansion 
of technology

10,000 BCE 
Invention of Agriculture
First major change in human energy use

1500 
BCE

10 million

Now we’re 
over 7 billion
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Before the Industrial Revolution

Think of this as the Kissimmee 
River, Lake Okeechobee, 
Everglades flow to Sea

Living within the daily budget of energy from the sun and water from the rain
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After the Industrial Revolution

Exceeding the daily budget of energy from the sun with fossil fuel supplements



December 2016 News Flash
 A $2 billion bill for Everglades water flow restoration was 

signed by President Obama
 The Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation 

(WIIN) Act of 2016 authorized $1.95 billion for the Central 
Everglades Planning Project and $113 million to cover the 
cost of completing 55,000 acre Picayune Strand restoration 
project in Collier County

 Both are key to decades-long efforts to restore water flows 
in the Everglades southward to Florida Bay where it will 
help the ecology and minimize flows to Florida’s east and 
west coasts where tainted runoff has polluted estuaries.
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Environmental Consequences of Industrial 
Civilization
 Paul Ehrlich’s famous equation: I = PAT
 Not a scientific formula, but a convenient way to understand 

relationships: Environmental Impact is proportional to Population 
size and the Affluence of that population, as magnified by Technology

 The impacts are numerous
 Species extinction 20 to 30 times the historical background rate
 Extinctions changing the biotic mix on Earth
 Pollution is killing coral in seas around the world
 Bees and other pollinators are on the decline, and their pollination 

services, because of pesticides
 Fresh water declines 

 Affect people around the world 
 And numerous species

 Forests disappearing at an alarming rate
 Along with their carbon capture and oxygen production services

 Nature’s services are under attack globally
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Resource Impacts
 Early last century, certain important resource limits 

started being reached
 Fossil fuels became more remote

 More difficult and costly to find
 More difficult and costly to extract
 A few countries hold back some of the easy-to-get fuels

for later use. (But temporary flooding of markets 
lowers prices only temporarily.)

 Shortages in fresh water around the world
 A growing scarcity of important metals hinders 

some RE technologies
 Shortages in other scarce raw materials
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— Farther from refineries
— Deeper in the ground
— More dilutemore effort 
— Farther offshore
— Deeper in the sea
Causing increased fuel costs 
and reduced availability
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“We are systematically taking 
apart the life-support system 
of Planet Earth”

26 August 2004  McCluney presentation to the Florida Native Plant Society



Solution Strategies
 Recognize the problem and its extent
 Organize globally to make important changes in the way 

we do things to reduce environmental impacts of all kinds, 
especially inadvertent climate modification

 Find alternatives to the most damaging practices
 New appropriate technology can help a lot
 Modify human group behaviors in acceptable ways to reduce 

impacts
 Find new government structures to make these changes 

without adversely affecting political freedom, healthy 
lifestyles, and other rights of humans and nature to co-exist

 Reverse global population growth and stop the reversal at a 
long-term sustainable level, perhaps half the current world 
population
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Remaining Presentations in this Series

 II. CLIMATE CHANGE:
Causes and Consequences

 III. Renewable Energy: Technology 
and economics

 IV. Inhibitors to Political Action on 
Climate Change

V: Climate Action Organizations 
Working to Reverse Climate 
Change
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